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The Mutation Operator Monte Carlo method (MOMC) is a new type of Monte Carlo
technique for the study of hot electron related effects in semiconductor devices. The
MOMC calculates energy distributions of electrons by a physical mutation of the
distribution towards a stationary condition. In this work we compare results of an one
dimensional simulation of an 800nm Si-MOSFET with full band Monte Carlo
calculations and measurement results. Starting from the potential distribution resulting
from a drift diffusion simulation, the MOMC calculates electron distributions which are
comparable to FBMC-results within minutes on a modern workstation. From these
distributions, substrate and gate currents close to experimental results can be calculated.
These results show that the MOMC is useful as a post-processor for the investigation of
hot electron related problems in Si-MOSFETs. Beside the computational efficiency, a
further advantage of the MOMC compared to standard MC techniques is the good
resolution of the high energy tail of the distribution without the necessity of any
statistical enhancement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the last two years we have developed a new
approach to hot electron related problems in Si-
MOSFETs, which is based on a mixture of
Evolutionary optimization algorithms (EA) [1]
and Monte Carlo (MC) technique [2]. The EA is
used to optimize energy distributions of electrons

towards an agreement with measurement results
like substrate or gate currents. A major problem in
this quasi-backward calculation of electron dis-
tributions is that many different distributions fit to
one measured current value. It is very difficult or
even impossible to force the EA towards physical
correct distributions only by restrictions. We
overcome this problem by using a Physical
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Mutation Operator (PMO) within the EA. The
PMO forces the EA to converge to distributions
which are in agreement with the physical model of
the PMO. The PMO itself is the basis for a novel
type of Monte Carlo technique, the Mutation
Operator Monte Carlo method (MOMC), which
applies the PMO to an initial distribution repeat-
edly, until a stationary condition is reached. The
effectiveness of the EA depends greatly on the
quality of the PMO, which should be at the same
time accurate and inexspensive. The present work
focuses on specific details and applications of the
MOMC itself. The approach is built on a relatively
simple transport model which is calibrated with a
traditional Monte Carlo simulation. We would
like to stress that since the MOMC was conceived
as the first approximation step for an EA
approach, it cannot be as accurate in all details
as the full band Monte Carlo. But when the
parameters of the MOMC are well calibrated from
Monte Carlo simulation results, as done here, the
MOMC can then be used as stand-alone method
when one needs a rapid approximate evaluation of
hot carrier distribution. Ideally, this method should
be used as a first order test, to select conditions for
which a more costly Monte Carlo simulation
should be run.

MUTATION OPERATOR MONTE CARLO
METHOD

The main part of the MOMC is the PMO, which
mutates an energy distribution of electrons by a
Monte-Carlo-like simulation of the electron trans-
port (see Fig. 1). The distribution in a small
interval around a randomly choosen energy Estar
and position Xstar is associated to a MC-electron.
The drift and scattering processes of this electron
are simulated in the same way as in a standard
MC-simulation, until a final energy Efinal and
position Xfinal are reached, and the electron density
represented by the MC-electron is returned to the
distribution. For the MC-simulation of the elec-
tron movement a simple one-valley effective mass

I
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FIGURE Principle of the physical mutation operator.

approach is used, taking the effective mass meff as a
free parameter. Scatterings due to phonon absorp-
tion, phonon emission and impact ionization are
included in the model. The phonon scattering rates
are calculated by a full band approach [3]. Instead
of many rates for scattering between different
valleys one averaged scattering rate for absorbtion
and one for emission is used (see [2] for details).
For impact ionization the rate computed in [4]
was taken (assuming zero field and no collision
broadening). The phonon scattering and the
impact ionization rates are then multiplied by the
factors fphonon and fmpact, respectively. Introduc-
tion of these two parameters gives us more
flexibilty to calibrate the simple model by compar-
ison with full band approaches.
The Monte Carlo simulation in the PMO needs

the carrier density and electric field or potential
profile in the simulation region as input (along the
channel in case of Si-MOSFETs).

Since our main interest is to use the MOMC to
calculate the high energy tail of the distribution,
which has only a small impact on the total carrier
distribution, in this approach the electric field and
the carrier density are taken as inputs and
Poisson’s equation is not solved self-consistently.
From the electron distributions calculated by

the MOMC substratecurrents /sub are calculated
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assuming that/sub is determined by the amount of
holes created by impact ionization:

/sub--e-fchannel foo fd(E’ x) Wii(E)dE dx,

where e is the electron charge, Wii(E) is the impact
ionization rate andfd(E, x) the energy distribution
of electrons integrated over the depth of the
simulated region (with electron distribution fd(E,
x) we denote the distribution function times
density of states).
The gate current/gate is estimated using a WKB

approach with Schottky lowering of the barrier [5]:

/gate Khit e fd(E,x)Ptrans(E,x)dEdx,
annel

where etrans(E, x) is the probability to cross the
SiO2-1ayer. We assumed that the rate at which
electrons trying to cross the Si/SiO2 interface is
proportional to the carrier density. The propor-
tional constant Khit-- 7.5.10.9 s-1 was calibrated
by a comparison with FBMC and measurement
results.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work we present results from an one
dimensional simulation of a 0.8 gm Si-MOSFET,
for which experimental data were published in the
classic paper by Ng et al. [6]. The input for the
MOMC, i.e. the carrier density and electric field
profile, was calculated by a Full Band Monte
Carlo (FBMC) program developed at the Uni-
versity of Illinois and by a HydroDynamic (HD)
model (ISE AG, Z/irich).

Figure 2 shows the electron distribution given
by MOMC and FBMC for a drain voltage Vd 6
and a gate voltage Vg 7V in the region
important for substrate and gate current genera-
tion, i.e. the crossover from channel to drain (the
drain region starts at location x lam; source and
substrate contacts are held at 0V bias). MC-
MOMC denotes the MOMC results, which were
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FIGURE 2 Energy distribution of electrons in a 800 nm Si-
MOSFET(I/drain 6 V, Vgat 7 V) at the crossover from
channel to drain. MOMC results calculated from FBMC input
(dashed line, MC-MOMC) and HD input (dotted line, HD-
MOMC) are compared with FBMC simulation results (solid
line).

obtained using the FBMC results for carrier
density and electric field as input, and HD-MOMC
the MOMC results calculated on the basis of HD-
model input. MOMC results calculated from
FBMC input are in fairly good agreement with
the FBMC results, especially at the crossover
between channel and drain at gm. The HD-
MOMC distribution does not fit the FBMC results
as well but is reasonably close for x < lam.
The difference between HD-MOMC distribu-

tions and FBMC results for x< gm can be
explained by looking at Figure 3. Here, the electric
field and drift velocity are plotted as functions of
x. The HD-model gives a smaller rise of the electric
field for x < 0.9 gm and then a steeper increase up
to the peak at 1.01 lam, leading to a later heating of
the electrons. This explains the lower electron
distribution calculated from HD-MOMC input for
x < gm. The drift velocityprofiles from FBMC
and MC-MOMC calculations are comparable.
Both simulations yield a broad peak between
0.92 gm and 1.02 gm. The HD-MOMC simulation
leads to a sharper peak at x 0.99 gm reflecting
the sharper peak of the electric field.
The good resolution of the high energy tail by

the MOMC becomes obvious by looking at the
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FIGURE 3 Drift velocity and electric field profile along the
channel for an 800 nm Si-MOSFET (Varain=6 V, Vgate 7 V)
calculated by FBMC simulation (solid lines) and MOMC
simulation using FBMC results (dashed lines) or HD-results
(dotted lines) as input.
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FIGURE 4 Comparison of substrate (top curves) and gate
currents (bottom curves) calculated from FBMC, MC-MOMC
and HD-MOMC results with experimental data from Ng et al.
[5].

distributions above 4 eV (Fig. 2). The FBMC
result drops to zero when the carrier density goes
below -l cm-2. The MOMC resolves this regime
with the same resultion as the low energy part.
Theoretically, the resolution of the MOMC is
independent of the order of magnitudes displayed.
This could be proven by bulk simulations up to 80
orders of magnitude. A statistical enhancement,
which was used in the FBMC simulation, is not
necessary. Therefore, the MOMC could also be
used as a post-processor for standard MC simula-
tions, in order to avoid the computational com-

plexity connected with statistical enhancement.
Figure 4 compares substrate and gatdcurrents
calculated from the three different approaches
with the measurement results of Ng et al.
Obviously FBMC, MC-MOMC and HD-MOMC
give an excellent agreement between measured and
calculated substrate currents. For gate currents the
agreement is not as good, showing differences up
to one order of magnitude. Interestingly the gate
currents calculated from FBMC distributions are
not closer to the measurement results than those
from MC-MOMC and HD-MOMC. It is not
possible to judge from the comparison with
measurement, which simulation approach yields
the more realistic electron distributions.
The above results demonstrate that the MOMC

gives energy distributions of electrons which are

close to FBMC results and in agreement with
measurement results even when HD-model calcu-
lations are used as input. For each (Vd, Vg)-pair in
Figure 4, the MOMC calculates the corresponding
distribution within several minutes on a HP735
workstation. Thus, the computational cost is
comparable to HD-simulation and significantly
less than FBMC calculations. This makes the
MOMC a very interesting post processor for HD-
simulations to gain insight on information like the
energy distribution of carriers, without increasing
the computational expense. The discussion above
on the difference between FBMC and HD-MOMC
distributions demonstrates also that such informa-
tion is important for the interpretation of simula-
tion results like the effect of slight changes in the
electric field profile on the electron distribution
and related hot electron effects.

4 CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of MOMC results with FBMC
calculations and measurement results for a 800 tm
Si-MOSFET shows that the MOMC can be used
as a fast post processor in device simulation. The
method is based on a physical mutation operator
which changes (mutates) electron distributions by
a Monte Carlo like simulation of the electron
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movement using a simple effective mass model
including electron-phonon scattering and impact
ionization. Energy distributions of electrons cal-
culated by the MOMC from hydrodynamic drift
diffusion calculations were found to be compar-
able to FBMC results. The computational cost for
the MOMC calculations is comparable to or
smaller than the cost for hydrodynamic calcula-
tions. A next step is the application of the MOMC
to short channel MOSFETs in the sub 100nm
range. Further improvements of the physical
model, a nonparabolic approach to the bandstruc-
ture and additional scattering rates are planned.
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